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How do we cope with the emergency situation? 

News from Corsica, France 

Partner : Gem U Scontru  

The GEM U Scuntru in Corsica, although 

operating in holiday mode this summer, has 

nevertheless ensured a permanence for our 

disabled beneficiaries. In fact, the animators 

were available in shifts to meet specific needs 

either by email, text message or, more often, 

by telephone. 

The usual activities could not be carried out in the best conditions, and for some members 

the situation was more complex and the fact that they were not able to take part in collective 

actions was not always a pleasant experience. 

The preferred activities remain the outdoor ones, such as picnics in shady places or near 

beaches. In such occasions our members could thus meet each other, exchange ideas, take 

part in games and share good times together. A programme was proposed to them for the 

coming month, crossing fingers to have the legal conditions to perform it. These activities are 

a means of socialisation and regaining confidence, offering possibilities for daily life and even 

work inclusion. 

Waiting for the good days to come, here are some examples of what we used to do together: 

https://gemcorsica.com/ . 

 

 

https://gemcorsica.com/
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News from Belgium 

Partner: UNESSA ASBL  

As soon as the confinement was finished, UNESSA 

and its partners have restarted the activities of Cap 

Inclusion project.  

As a reminder, Cap Inclusion aims at supporting job seekers with disabilities researching on 

the traditional work market. It is a question of promoting the socio-professional insertion path 

through job coaching, professional training, internship, and active job search, all this within a 

specific framework which considers the profile of the intern: his competences assessment, 

his knowledge and skills, his motivation.  

Cap Inclusion organizes the psycho-social support for the intern, the discovery of 

profession(s) (discovery internships) and the definition of a personal professional project. 

From this, we consider employment with personalized job coaching or, if necessary, 

orientation towards training. 

Cap Inclusion inspired the European project Eu Cap (Erasmus + KA2) which aims to build a 

complete and efficient pedagogical tool (aimed at employing people with light disability) by 

combining the results of Cap Inclusion and the good practices identified in Europe.  

This pedagogical project, which will be labeled in the European area, will take into account 

not only the preliminary accompaniment to employment but also the follow-up of the intern in 

the company and the involvement of his professional environment (colleagues, HR, specific 

arrangements, etc.). 
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News from Italy 

C’ENTRO Association 

Everybody wanted to go back TO WORK! The FB post shows Brigata Gustabili, the catering 

group of the social cooperative Titoli Minori (C’entro’s associate), serving the brunch during a 

Multiplier Event of an Erasmus+ project, Preg-Equal. As the participants could not stay 

together and have lunch, Brigata Gustabili prepared everything with creativity and taste.  

The summer period and part of September 

offered a break into the sanitary restrictions, 

and the third sector did enormous efforts to 

reopen services with the new rules respected. 

The persons with disabilities, even more 

isolated during the lockdown due to their 

“fragility”, expressed loudly the will to go back 

to work, where possible, and they 

demonstrated that understanding quicky the 

new sanitary obligations was 

possible…sometimes with the facilitated 

reading. 

Other organizations associated to C’entro, like IREA - https://www.morinipedrina.it , continue 

the paper and ceramics work for the two shops they manage in Este, Padua Province, inspite 

all the obvious difficulties. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Source IREA 

FB page 

https://www.morinipedrina.it/
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